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1. Introduction. Cham is a Austronesian language of the Malayo-Polynesian family. The Eastern Cham
number about 73,000, and live in Bình Thuâ.n, Ninh Thuâ.n, and -D ô`ng Nai provinces in southern
Vietnam, as well as in Hô` Chí Minh City. The Western Cham number about 25,000 in An Giang and Tây
Ninh provinces, in Hô` Chí Minh City; in Cambodia, however they are more numerous, numbering
220,000. The Cham script is used more by the Eastern Cham. In this document, transliteration in italics
follows that of Bùi Khánh Thê´ ’s 1995 Cham-Vietnamese dictionary; character names are given in SMALL
CAPS. 
2. Structure. The Cham script is of the Brahmic type. Consonants bear an inherent vowel (-a in the case
of most consonants, -Ù in the case of nasal consonants), but no virama is used to kill this vowel; vowel
matras modify it, and explicit final consonants are used where there is no inherent vowel. Consonant
conjuncts are not formed productively. A syllable is structured (and represented in the backing store) as
(I | (C M? M?)) P? V? L? F?, where the first character is either an independent vowel “I” or a consonant
“C” (which may also include the independent vowel Ä A since it can bear medial -Óa or -wa as discussed
below); C may be followed by one or two optional medials M, and (I | (C M? M?)) may be followed by
an optional pre-vowel P that is rendered before the consonant cluster, an optional vowel V, an optional
vowel lengthener L, and optionally a final consonant F.
3. Independent vowel letters. Six of the initial vowels are represented with the unique independent
vowels Ä A, Å I, Ç U, É E, Ñ AI, Ö O; ; these always indicate a syllable initial vowel, but they may
occur word-internally at a syllable break: ìÇ¿ ta’uk. Other vowels which do not have independent
forms are represented by vowel matras applied to the letter Ä A; Ä© a¯, Ä™ i, Ä≠ u, ÄØ Û, ≥Ä o, µÄ ai,
≥Äˆ au, Ä∑ Ù are attested in initial position in Bùi Khánh Thê´  1995. Note that there is some redundancy
in representation: Ä™ and Å both represent i, Ä≠ and Ç u, µÄ and Ñ ai, ≥Ä and Ö o; all of these are
unique spellings. I suggest it is prudent that applications permit Ä A to bear any of the vowel signs. Four
of the other independent vowels are also attested bearing matras: Å™ i (I with redundant -I); Ç© u¯ (U with -
AA as a vowel lengthener); ≥Ñ o (AI with -O as a vowel modifer in õ≥Ñ∆ ppa’on), µÑ ai (AI with
redundant -AI), ≥ÑØ e (AI with -O and -OE as vowel modifers), Ö© o¯ (O with -AA as a vowel lengthener).
4. Medial consonant signs Consonants can be followed by the glides ˇ∫ -YA, ªˇ -RA, ˇº -LA, and
Ωˇ -WA, the first of which normally ligates with the consonant it modifies. When it does so, the vowel
matra is applied to it (and not to the base consonant): ®∫© hÓa¯. The independent vowel Ä A can bear two
of the medials: Ä∫ Óa [ja] and ÄΩ wa [wa] contrast with ¢ ya [ja] and • va [wa]. Three medial
clusters occur: ªˇΩ -rwa, ˇº ∫ -lÓa, and ˇº Ω -lwa. The following combinations occur in word-initial
position:
ˇ∫ -YA: Ä∫ AYA, Ü∫ KYA, á∫ KHYA, à∫ GYA, ä∫ NGYA, å∫ CHYA, ç∫ CHHYA, é∫ JYA,
ê∫ NHYA, ì∫ TYA, î∫ THYA, ï∫ DYA, ñ∫ DHYA, ó∫ NYA, ô∫ DDYA, ö∫ PYA,
ù∫ BYA, û∫ BHYA, ü∫ MYA, °∫ BBYA, £∫ RYA, §∫ LYA, ¶∫ SSYA, ß∫ SYA, ®∫ HYA
ªˇ -RA: ªÜ KRA, ªà GRA, ªå CHRA, ªé JRA, ªí NHJRA, ªì TRA, ªî THRA, ªï DRA, ªó NRA,
ªö PRA, ªù BRA, ªü MRA, ª° BBRA, ª¶ SSRA, ªß SRA, ª® HRA
ªˇΩ -RWA: ªàΩ GRWA, ªìΩ TRWA, ªïΩ DRWA, ªöΩ PRWA, 
ºˇ -LA: Üº KLA, áº KHLA, àº GLA, öº PLA, ùº BLA, °º BBLA, ®º HLA
ºˇ ∫ -LYA: Üº∫ KLYA
ºˇΩ -LWA: Üº Ω KLWA, öº Ω PLWA, ùº Ω BLWA, °º Ω BBLWA
Ωˇ -WA: ÄΩ AWA, ÜΩ KWA, áΩ KHWA, àΩ GWA, âΩ GHWA, äΩ NGWA, åΩ CHWA, çΩ CHHWA, éΩ JWA,
êΩ NHWA, íΩ NHJWA, ìΩ TWA, îΩ THWA, ïΩ DWA, ñΩ DHWA, óΩ NWA, ôΩ DDWA, öΩ PWA,
õΩ PHWA, ùΩ BWA, ûΩ BHWA, °Ω BBWA, ¢Ω YWA, £Ω RWA, §Ω LWA, ¶Ω SSWA, ßΩ SWA, ®Ω HWA
5. Dependent vowel signs. The dependent vowels are as follows (shown with Ü KA):
Ü ka = Ü ka
Ü© ka¯ = Ü ka + ©ˇ -a¯
Ü™ ki = Ü ka + ™ˇ i
Ü´ kı¯ = Ü ka + ˇ´ -ı¯
Ü¨ kei = Ü ka + ˇ¨ -ei
Ü≠ ku = Ü ka + ≠ˇ -u
ÜÆ ku¯ = Ü ka + ≠ˇ -u + ©ˇ -a¯
ÜØ kÒ = Ü ka + Øˇ -Ò
Ü∞ kÒ¯ = Ü ka + Øˇ -Ò + ©ˇ -a¯
≥ÜØ ke = Ü ka + ≥ˇ -o + Øˇ -Ò
≥Ü∞ ke¯ = Ü ka + ≥ˇ -o + Øˇ -Ò + ©ˇ -a¯
≥Ü ko = Ü ka + ≥ˇ -o
≥Ü© ko¯ = Ü ka + ≥ˇ -o + ©ˇ -a¯
µÜ kai = Ü ka + µˇ -ai
≥Üˆ kau = Ü ka + ≥ˇ -o + ˇˆ -au
Ü∑ kÚ = Ü ka + ∑ˇ -Ú
Ü∏ kÚ¯ = Ü ka + ∑ˇ -Ú + ©ˇ -a¯
The relative order of the vowel signs as given here is the expected typing and storage order. In particular,
U+AA29 VOWEL SIGN AA completes a vowel string. 
6. Final consonants. Final consonants are indicated in three ways: by explicit final consonants with a
long stroke (¿ K, ¡ NG, ¬ NG, ƒ CH, ≈ T, ∆ N, « P, » Y, … R, ~ L, À SS), by combining marks
(ˇ√ NG, ˇÃ M, ˇÕ H), and by •, which functions as a final consonant without modification; compare
åƒ chach and å• chaw with •ƒ vach and •• vaw). Final consonants may occur word-
internally: compare ù™ì£¿ bitarak with ù™≈£¿ bitrak—and indeed with ù™ªì≠Ã bitruh, which
shows that there is a distinction between ≈£ tra and ªì tra. (The distinction is one of syllable
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boundary, that is, bit-rak versus bi-truh.) The final ¡ G is an innovation. The Cham academic community
added this to eliminate some of the underdifferentiation that Cham writing has. Historically, final [k] and
many final glottal stops were written with ¿ FINAL K. Some Cham educators saw that ¡ FINAL G did not
occur in word-final position. So in their primers they use this letter to represent the final [k], leaving the
¿ to represent many of the final glottal stops. See Figure 5.
7. Digits and punctuation. Digits have distinctive forms, though of course European digits are known
because of Vietnamese usage. Three levels of break are recognized in Cham with › DANDA, ﬁ DOUBLE
DANDA, and ﬂ TRIPLE DANDA, with progressive values of finality. The ‹ SPIRAL often begins a section of
text; the usage ›‹ at the beginning of a text has also been observed, as has the usage ﬁ? to indicate a
question. Nowadays, European marks like HYPHEN and COLON are also found. See Figures 6, 7, and 8.
8. Collating order. A syllabic ordering applies to Cham. The order given in Bùi Khánh Thê´ ’s 1995
Cham-Vietnamese dictionary is quite ideosyncratic and may not be suitable for the Common Tailorable
Template. An order which treats initial letters (in binary order), then medial consonants as described in
section 4, then vowel signs as listed in section 5, and then finals (in binary order), should give useful and
predictable results. All sorting elements are treated with primary weight.
9. Character names. The character names used follow those given in Bùi Khánh Thê´ ’s 1995. Some
transliterations may, of course, not reflect the pronunciation of a letter. AA27 ß SA is pronounced the
same as AA14 î THA, namely [th], but this is a reading rule, and keeping the Brahmic-style
transliteration names of Bùi Khánh Thê´  seems the most reasonable choice.
10. Linebreaking. Opportunities for line-break occur after any full orthographic syllable. Cham
punctuation marks can be expected to have behaviour similar to that of Devanagari DANDA and DOUBLE
DANDA.
11. Unicode Character Properties. Character properties are proposed here. With regard to the
combining classes of the vowel signs, normalization should weight the combining marks in five groups: 
M ˇ∫ -YA, ªˇ -RA, ºˇ -LA, Ωˇ -WA
< P ≥ˇ -O, µˇ -AI
< V ™ˇ -I, ˇ´ -II, ˇ¨ -EI, ≠ˇ -U, Øˇ -UE, ˇˆ -AU, ∑ˇ -UE
< L ©ˇ AA











































AA29;CHAM VOWEL SIGN AA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
AA2A;CHAM VOWEL SIGN I;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
AA2B;CHAM VOWEL SIGN II;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
AA2C;CHAM VOWEL SIGN EI;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
AA2D;CHAM VOWEL SIGN U;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
AA2E;CHAM VOWEL SIGN OE;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
AA2F;CHAM VOWEL SIGN O;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AA30;CHAM VOWEL SIGN AI;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AA31;CHAM VOWEL SIGN AU;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
AA32;CHAM VOWEL SIGN UE;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
AA33;CHAM CONSONANT SIGN YA;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AA34;CHAM CONSONANT SIGN RA;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AA35;CHAM CONSONANT SIGN LA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
AA36;CHAM CONSONANT SIGN WA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
AA40;CHAM LETTER FINAL K;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AA41;CHAM LETTER FINAL G;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AA42;CHAM LETTER FINAL NG;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AA43;CHAM CONSONANT SIGN FINAL NG;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
AA44;CHAM LETTER FINAL CH;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AA45;CHAM LETTER FINAL T;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AA46;CHAM LETTER FINAL N;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AA47;CHAM LETTER FINAL P;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AA48;CHAM LETTER FINAL Y;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AA49;CHAM LETTER FINAL R;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AA4A;CHAM LETTER FINAL L;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AA4B;CHAM LETTER FINAL SS;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AA4C;CHAM CONSONANT SIGN FINAL M;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;













AA5E;CHAM PUNCTUATION DOUBLE DANDA;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
AA5F;CHAM PUNCTUATION TRIPLE DANDA;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
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Figures
Figure 1. Sample from Bùi Khánh Thê´ ’s 1995 dictionary.
Figure 2. Sample from The Sanseido Encyclopaedia, showing different font styles for Cham.
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Figure 3. Sample from a Cham reader showng the basic alphabet.
Figure 4. Sample from a 1990 Cham reader showing some vowel combinations with final -h, including
ˇˆÕ in åˆÕ coh (which would contrast with ≥åˆÕ *cauh). It also shows ¡ final -g.
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Figure 5. Sample from a 1990 Cham reader showng some examples of ¡ final -g. On the top right is
Ç¡àü≠¡ uggamÙg.
Figure 6. Sample from a Cham reader showing DOUBLE DANDA and TRIPLE DANDA.
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Figure 7. Sample from Aymonier and Cabaton 1906, showing DANDA and DOUBLE DANDA.
Figure 8. Sample from Aymonier and Cabaton 1906, showing TRIPLE DANDA, and DANDA, and SPIRAL.
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AA0 AA1 AA2 AA3 AA4 AA5
Ä ê † µˇ ¿ –
Å ë ° πˇ ¡ —
Ç í ¢ ∑ˇ ¬ “
É ì £ ˇ∫ √ˇ ”
Ñ î § ªˇ ƒæ ‘
Ö ï • ºˇ ≈ ’
Ü ñ ¶ Ωˇ ∆ ÷
á ó ß « ◊
à ò ® » ÿ
â ô ©ˇ … Ÿ
ä ö ™ˇ ~
ã õ ˇ´ À
å ú ˇ¨ Ãˇ ‹
ç ù ≠ˇ ˇÕ ›
é û Øˇ ﬁ
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TABLE xx - Row AA: CHAM
G = 00
P = 00





































































































































CHAM VOWEL SIGN AA
CHAM VOWEL SIGN I
CHAM VOWEL SIGN II
CHAM VOWEL SIGN EI
CHAM VOWEL SIGN U
CHAM VOWEL SIGN OE
CHAM VOWEL SIGN O
CHAM VOWEL SIGN AI
CHAM VOWEL SIGN AU
CHAM VOWEL SIGN UE
CHAM CONSONANT SIGN YA
CHAM CONSONANT SIGN RA
CHAM CONSONANT SIGN LA
CHAM CONSONANT SIGN WA
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
CHAM LETTER FINAL K
CHAM LETTER FINAL G
CHAM LETTER FINAL NG
CHAM CONSONANT SIGN FINAL NG
CHAM LETTER FINAL CH
CHAM LETTER FINAL T
CHAM LETTER FINAL N
CHAM LETTER FINAL P
CHAM LETTER FINAL Y
CHAM LETTER FINAL R
CHAM LETTER FINAL L
CHAM LETTER FINAL SS
CHAM CONSONANT SIGN FINAL M
CHAM CONSONANT SIGN FINAL H
(This position shall not be used)




















(This position shall not be used)
(This position shall not be used)
CHAM PUNCTUATION SPIRAL
CHAM PUNCTUATION DANDA
CHAM PUNCTUATION DOUBLE DANDA
CHAM PUNCTUATION TRIPLE DANDA
TABLE XXX - Row AA: CHAM
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Group 00 Plane 00 Row 1C
A. Administrative
1. Title
Proposal for encoding the Cham script in the BMP of the UCS.
2. Requester’s name
UC Berkeley Script Encoding Initiative (Universal Scripts Project)




5. Requester’s reference (if applicable)
6. Choose one of the following:
6a. This is a complete proposal
Yes.
6b. More information will be provided later
No.
B. Technical – General
1. Choose one of the following:
1a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters)
Yes. 
1b. Proposed name of script
Cham.
1c. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block
No.
1d. Name of the existing block
2. Number of characters in proposal
83.
3. Proposed category (A-Contemporary; B.1-Specialized (small collection); B.2-Specialized (large collection); C-Major extinct; D-
Attested extinct; E-Minor extinct; F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic; G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols)
Category A.
4a. Proposed Level of Implementation (1, 2 or 3)
Level 2
4b. Is a rationale provided for the choice?
Yes.
4c. If YES, reference
Cham requires Level 2 implementation as other Brahmic scripts do.
5a. Is a repertoire including character names provided?
Yes.
5b. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines” in Annex L of P&P document?
Yes.
5c. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review?
Yes.
6a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font (ordered preference: True Type, or PostScript format) for publishing the
standard?
Michael Everson.
6b. If available now, identify source(s) for the font (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.) and indicate the tools used:
Michael Everson, Fontographer.
7a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided?
Yes.
7b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources) of proposed characters
attached?
Yes.
8. Special encoding issues: Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input,
presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)?
Yes. See above.
9. Additional Information: Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed
Character(s) or Script that will assist in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or
script.
Yes. See above.
C. Technical – Justification
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? If YES, explain.
Yes. See N1559, N1578, N1599, N1960.




2b. If YES, with whom?
Bùi Khánh Thê´  reviewed earlier versions of the proposal; Jim Brase and Dave Blood of SIL International have reviewed the proposal and
made many useful suggestions.
2c. If YES, available relevant documents
3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example: size, demographics, information technology use, or
publishing use) is included?
Yes. See above.
4a. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare)
Common. Used to write the Cham language.
4b. Reference
5a. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community?
Yes.
5b. If YES, where?
Vietnam.
6a. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely in the BMP?
Yes. Positions AA00-AA5F are proposed.
6b. If YES, is a rationale provided?
Yes.
6c. If YES, reference
Contemporary use and accordance with the Roadmap.
7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)?
Yes.
8a. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing character or character sequence?
No.
8b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
8c. If YES, reference
9a. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either existing characters or other
proposed characters?
No.
9b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
9c. If YES, reference
10a. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function) to an existing character?
No.
10b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
10c. If YES, reference
11a. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences?
Yes.
11b. If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?
Yes.
11c. If YES, reference
Brahmic vowel signs.
11d. Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?
No. 
11e. If YES, reference
12a. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as control function or similar semantics?
No.
12b. If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)
13a. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility character(s)?
No.
13b. If YES, is the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic character(s) identified?
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